April 21, 2022

County Council,
Please reconvene as the Board of Equalization on April 27, 2022. Consider approving Applications for
exclusive use property tax exemptions for 501(c)(3) organizations.
I have attached a spreadsheet listing the organization along with the date that they filed the PT-21
(Annual Statement for Continued Property Tax Exemption.) Each parcel is based on whether the
Assessor’s Office and/or Attorney’s Office recommends they continue to receive this exemption or they
recommend denial. If they recommend denial there is a brief explanation for this recommendation.
The BOE recommendations from last week’s meeting are found on column “H” of the attached
spreadsheet.
We are seeking the following actions in regards to the applications:
1. Approve the “Applied by Deadline-Approved” tab
2. Approve the green labeled parcels found on the “Applied but Question Use” tab
3. Discuss the Kamas Bible Church (Parcel KT-195) as two houses are shown on the property, and
Mountain Life Evangelical Free Church (Parcel SS-33-B-2-A) as a partial approval
4. Deny the remaining parcels on the “Applied but Question Use” tab
5. Approve the bright green labeled parcels on the “Late or Never Applied-Deny” tab (these were
the organizations that presented on 4-20-22)
6. Approve the dark green labeled parcels on the “Late or Never Applied-Deny” tab (these are the
organizations that had reached out to present before Council before the meeting on 4-20-22)
7. Deny the remaining parcels on the “Late or Never Applied-Deny” tab
8. Discuss Alf Ehgen Ski Museum (Account P969510)
9. Approve the “Personal Property Accounts” tab as the recommendations state
After the decision is made, if the organization disagrees with the board’s determination, they can appeal
to the State Tax Commission.
Thanks for your time to consider these exemptions.
Sincerely,

Jared Brooks
Clerk of the Board of Equalization
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Hi Jared,
My name is Kirk Templeton, I am the pastor of Kamas Bible Church in Kamas, UT. I’ve sent several emails, I’m concerned
they haven’t come through or something? I hope this one does. I tried calling as well and haven’t heard back from you.
Don’t worry, Im not frustrated, I just wanted to be able to talk before Wednesdays county meeting.
We received the letter about the property tax exemption being revoked for parcel KT-195. A couple things that I was
wondering about:
First, we did send in the forms for continued property tax exemption just like every previous year. I have a confirmation
Email from Michael Howard that they arrived on time. So I was wondering if that was the issue?
Second, this may be a zoning department issue, I noticed on the county GIS map that KT-195x has our neighbors
property included in the map. I’m curious if this also was/is the issue?
I’d still like to chat (and believe me, I’m sure you’re a busy man!) if you have time.
Thanks Jared!
Kirk Templeton
Pastor Kamas Bible Church
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